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The path to the library:
Finding articles by *article title*

In this tutorial we’ll look at several examples:
- Article owned and available electronically
  - “View Now”
  - LinkSource
- Article owned and only available in print
- Article not owned by Lawrence Tech
  - Interlibrary loan
The “challenge”

• Professor Plum has given you a reference, AKA, a citation that you want to read.
• Find out how and where it is available
• Now we’ll look at --- examples for solutions
Example


Forty years of organization studies: Reflections from a micro perspective
Starting point

• TechCat search box
• Search by article title (2 ways)
  • Ti:article title
  • “article title with quotes”
• Results list – if article not on first page, check articles or peer-reviewed box in list of options on left
Article found in TechCat with LTU ownership
Options in the record
Accessing Full Text

• If digital text is available there are several possibilities for accessing
  • Link goes to article in the database
  • PDF may open automatically
  • May have to search the database using the article title

• In *Business Source Complete*, the link goes to the article record and you open the document from the left menu
Access the article

Forty Years of Organization Studies: Reflections from a Micro Perspective.

Authors: Porter, Lyman W.


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: ORGANIZATIONAL learning, ORGANIZATIONAL behavior, ORGANIZATIONAL structure, ORGANIZATIONAL sociology, PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIAL sciences
No Obvious Full Text?

• No “View Now” button
  • Click “Availability” for print holdings

• LinkSource can help

• Look for it in all citations – it will try to find full text for you

• Click the “LinkSource” button – it will look something like the examples below
No Full Text?

• Electronic full text may not be readily available
• Article may be available at LTU Library in print
• Or, most articles not accessible at LTU Library are available through interlibrary loan
• Look for the interlibrary loan button in TechCat records

Or go to the electronic interlibrary loan form
  • Under “Services” on the library home page
Have questions?

- Contact the Lawrence Tech Library
  - email – efdesk@ltu.edu or
  - Phone – 248-204-3000
- 24/7 chat – monitored by librarians across the country
  - Look for the icon in the Library Guides